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 مقدمه ناشر

 داًٌذ برابرًذ؟  )قرآى کرین( داًٌذ با آًاًکه ًوی آیا آًاًکه هی

زض٪بٺ ثځ ټٳشبڀ احسڂز ٸ زضٸز ثط ٲحٳس ٲهُٟځ، ٖبٮځ ٶٳٹٶهٻ ثكهطڂز ٦هٻ زض سبضڂه٥ زٸض     دؽ اظ حٳس ٸ ؾذبؼ ٸ ؾشبڂف ثٻ 

سطڂٵ حهس سهٹحف ٸ يهو٬ ٸ ثطثطڂهز ٸ هٶ٫هبٺ ثهب        سبضڂد، ثٷب ثٻ ٞطٲبٴ ٶبٞص نٳسڂز اظ ٲڃبٴ ٲطزٲځ ثطذبؾز ٦ٻ ذٹز ثٹزٶس زض دؿز

ػٹڂڃٱ اظ ٢هطهٴ ٦هطڂٱ، ٦شهبثځ ٦هٻ ټؿهز ػبٸزاٶهٻ ٸ        ٢ٹاٶڃٵ قبٲ٭ ذٹڂف ټٱ اڂكبٴ ضا ضاټجطڀ ٶٳٹز ٸ ضټبٶڃس اظ ثسٸڂز ٸ اؾشٗبٶز

 ٶ٣م سب اثسڂز. ثځ

٦شبثځ ٦ٻ زض زؾز زاضڂس هذطڂٵ ٸڂطاڂف اظ ٲؼٳٹٖٻ ٦شت ذٹزهٲٹظ ٲؤؾؿٻ هٲٹظـ ٖبٮځ هظاز ٲبټبٴ اؾز ٦ٻ ثطٲجٷهبڀ ذونهٻ   

طاڂف يٳٵ سٹػٻ ٦بٲ٭ ثهٻ  هٸضڀ قسٺ اؾز. زض اڂٵ ٸڂ اڀ ػٳٕ ټبڀ چٽبض ٪عڂٷٻ زضؼ ٸ سأ٦ڃس ثط ٶ٧بر ٲٽٱ ٸ ٦ٯڃسڀ ٸ سٷٹٔ دطؾف

ټبڀ اضقس سوـ ٪طزڂسٺ اؾز ٦ٻ ٲُبٮت اظ ٲٷبثٕ ٲرشٯهٝ ٲٗشجهط ٸ ٲهٹضز     ٴ ټبڀ سٗڃڃٵ قسٺ ػٽز هظٲٹ هذطڂٵ سٛڃڃطار زض ؾطٞه٭

اڀ ثب ٦ٯڃس ٸ زض نٹضر ٮعٸٰ سكطڂح ٦بٲ٭ اضائٻ ٪طزز سهب   ټبڀ چٽبض ٪عڂٷٻ ټبڀ ٲشٗسز ثهٹضر دطؾف سأ٦ڃس َطاحبٴ اضقس ثب ش٦ط ٲظب٬

 بٴ ٪طاٲځ ضا اظ ٲطاػٗٻ ثٻ ؾبڂط ٲٷبثٕ ٲكبثٻ ثځ ٶڃبظ ٶٳبڂس.زاٶكؼٹڂ

سٹاٶهس   ٪طزز ٲځ ټبڀ هظٲبڂكځ ٲبټبٴ ٦ٻ زض ػبٲٗٻ هٲبضڀ ٪ؿشطزٺ ٸ زض ؾُح ٦كٹض ثط٪عاض ٲځ لاظٰ ثٻ ش٦ط اؾز قط٦ز زض هظٲٹٴ

ڂٵ ٦شبة، هٶٽب ضا ثطَطٜ ؾبظٶس ٲح٥ ػسڀ ثطاڀ ٖعڂعاٴ زاٶكؼٹ ثبقس سب ٶ٣بٌ يٗٝ احشٳبٮځ ذٹز ضا ثڃبثٷس ٸ ثب ٲطٸض ٲؼسز ٲُبٮت ا

 ثبقس. سطڂٵ ضاٺ ثطاڀ ٲٹ٣ٞڃز ٲځ ټبڀ ٲرشٯٝ ٲٹ٦س اڂٵ ٲؿڃط ثٻ ٖٷٹاٴ ٲُٳئٵ ٦ٻ سؼطثٻ ؾب٬

 سٹاٶڃس ذسٲبر دكشڃجبٶځ ضا زضڂبٞز زاضڂس. ٲځ www.mahanportal.irلاظٰ ثٻ ش٦ط اؾز اظ دٹضسب٬ ٲبټبٴ ثٻ هزضؼ 

ټبڀ ٲٽٱ اضظڂهبثځ   ٦ٻ اظ قبذهٻ -ټبڀ اضقس ١ ٲُبٮت اڂٵ ٦شبة ثب ؾؤالار هظٲٹٴثبٮڃٱ ٦ٻ ټٳٻ ؾبٮٻ ٲڃعاٴ سُجڃ ٸ ٶڃع ثط ذٹز ٲځ

 ٶٳبڂس. ٲب ضا زض ٲحًط قٳب ؾطثٯٷس ٲځ -ثبقس ټب ٲځ ٦ڃٟځ اڂٵ ٦شبة

زاٶڃٱ ٦ٻ اظ ټٳٻ اؾبسڃس ثعض٪ٹاض ٸ زاٶكؼٹڂبٴ اضػٳٷس اظ ؾطاؾط ٦كٹض ٸ حشځ ذبضع اظ ٦كٹض ٸ ټٳهٻ   زض ذبسٳٻ ثط ذٹز ٸاػت ٲځ

ٲځ ٦ٻ ثب اضائٻ ٶ٣ُٻ ٶٓطار ؾبظٶسٺ ذٹز ٲب ضا زض دطثبضسط ٦طزٴ ٸڂطاڂف ػسڂس اڂٵ ٦شبة ڂبضڀ ٶٳٹزٶس ؾذبؾ٫عاضڀ ٶٳٹزٺ ټٳ٧بضاٴ ٪طا

 ټبڀ ثځ چكٳساقز، اڂٵ ٦شبة ضا ثٻ ٲحًطقبٴ س٣سڂٱ ٶٳبڂڃٱ. ٸ ثٻ دبؼ سوـ

 

 

 هؤسسه آهَزش عالی آزاد هاهاى

هعاًٍت آهَزش



 

 

 مولفمقدمه 

ٲهځ ثبقهس. ثٷهبثطاڂٵ زض اڂهٵ      قهڃٳځ طـ ؾُح زاٶف قڃٳځ، ه٪بټځ اظ ظثبٴ سرههځ سطزڂس ڂ٧ځ اظ اثعاضټبڀ ٲٽٱ ثطاڀ ٪ؿش ثځ

 قڃٳځ قسٺ اؾز. اٶ٫ٯڃؿځ ٦شبة ؾٗځ ثط ثبلاثطزٴ ٲٽبضر زاٶكؼٹڂبٴ زض زض٤ ٲشٹٴ

اڂٵ ثٷهبثط  قڃٳځ ٢بئ٭ ٲځ قٹٶس.ٲٗٳٹلا زاٶكؼٹڂبٴ قڃٳځ اټٳڃز ٦ٳشطڀ ثطاڀ س٣ٹڂز ظثبٴ سرههځ ٶؿجز ثٻ زڂ٫ط ظٲڃٷٻ ټبڀ 

زاٶكؼٹڂبٴ ثبڂس سٹػٻ ٦ٷٷس ٦ٻ ا٪ط ثٻ زٶجب٬ ازاٲٻ سحهڃ٭ زض ٲ٣بَٕ ثبلاسط ټؿشٷس ثبڂس ثٻ ؾُح ٢بثه٭ ٢جهٹٮځ زض ذٹاٶهسٴ ٸ ٶٹقهشٵ     

 ظثبٴ سرههځ قڃٳځ ضؾڃسٺ ثبقٷس.

هههځ قهڃٳځ ثهبلا ثجطٶهس ٸ     ٦شبة حبيط سوقځ اؾز زض ػٽز ٦ٳ٥ ثٻ زاٶكؼٹڂبٶځ ٦ٻ ٲبڂٯٷس ٦ٻ سٹاٶبڂځ ذهٹز ضا زض ظثهبٴ سر  

 هٲبز٪ځ لاظٰ ضا ثطاڀ هظٲٹٴ ٸضٸزڀ ٦بضقٷبؾځ اضقس دڃسا ٦ٷٷس.

٦ٻ زاٶكهؼٹڂبٴ  قبٲ٭ سٗبضڂٝ ٦ٹسبٺ اٶ٫ٯڃؿځ اظ انُوحبر ٲٽٱ قڃٳځ ٲځ ثبقس  اٸ٬ٞه٭ . اڂٵ ٦شبة قبٲ٭ دٷغ ٞه٭ ٲځ ثبقس

ٶڃع، ٲشٹٴ اٶ٫ٯڃؿهځ سرهههځ    زٸٰ. زض ٞه٭ ٻ ٦ٷٷسزض نٹضر ٶڃبظ ثٻ ٲٗٷبڀ ٞبضؾځ ڂ٥ ٸاغٺ سرههځ ٲځ سٹاٶٷس ثٻ ٸاغٺ ٶبٲٻ ٲطاػٗ

زض  س.ٶه ثذطزاظ ٽهب سطػٳٻ هٶ ٻٲځ ثبڂؿز ث ڂبٴٸ زاٶكؼٹثٻ ټٳطاٺ سطػٳٻ ٮٛبر ٲٽٱ هٴ هٸضزٺ قسٺ اؾز  قڃٳځ زض ظٲڃٷٻ ټبڀ ٲشٟبٸر

ٰ . زض ٞهه٭  قسٺ اؾز ػٳٕ هٸضڀ 85ثٻ ټٳطاٺ دبؾد اظ ٦ٷ٧ٹضټبڀ ٢ج٭ اظ ؾب٬  سٳطڂٵ ټبڀ ٲشٟبٸرچٷس زؾشٻ اظ ، ؾٹٰٞه٭   چٽهبض

، زض ٞه٭ دهٷؼٱ ټٳچٷڃٵ ٶڃع ؾٹالار ظثبٴ اٶ٫ٯڃؿځ ٦ٷ٧ٹضټبڀ ٦بضقٷبؾځ اضقس ؾبٮٽبڀ ٪صقشٻ ثٻ ټٳطاٺ دبؾد ٪طزهٸضڀ قسٺ اؾز.

ٶؿهشٵ سطػٳهٻ ٮٛهبر سرهههځ زاقهشٷس      زاٻ بظ ثڃزاٶكؼٹڂبٴ ټط ظٲبٴ ٦ٻ ٶ ثطز قڃٳځ ثٻ ټٳطاٺ سطػٳٻ هٸضزٺ قسٺ اؾزضٸاغ٪بٴ دط٦ب

 .ذٹز ضا ثٻ ٦بض ٪ڃطٶسسوـ ٶٽبڂز زض ڂبز٪ڃطڀ ٮٛبر ٖعڂع دڃكٷٽبز ٲځ قٹز ٦ٻ زاٶكؼٹڂبٴ ثٻ  ضػٹٔ ٦ٷٷس.سٹاٶٷس ثٻ اڂٵ ٞه٭  ٲځ

ثځ سطزڂس اڂٵ ٦شبة ثځ ٖڃت ٸ ٶ٣م ٶرٹاټس ثٹز ٸ اظ ټٳٻ زاٶكؼٹڂبٴ ٖعڂع س٣بيب زاضٰ ٶٓهطار ٸ دڃكهٷٽبزار ذهٹز ضا اظ َطڂه١     

 طاض زټٷس.٢دؿز اٮ٧شطٸٶڃ٧ځ ظڂط ٸ ڂب سٳبؼ ثب اٶشكبضار ٲٹؾؿٻ ٲبټبٴ زض اذشڃبض ثٷسٺ 
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 اولفصل 

Definitions of some chemical terms 

A 
absolute scale (also Kelvin scale) The preferred temperature scale in scientific work, which has 

absolute zero (0 K, or -273.15°C) as the lowest temperature.  

absorption spectrum The spectrum produced when atoms absorb specific wavelengths of 

incoming light and become excited from lower to higher energy levels.  

accuracyThe closeness of a measurement to the actual value. 

acidIn common laboratory terms, any species that produces H
+
 ions when dissolved in water.  

acid anhydride A compound, sometimes formed by dehydration-condensation reaction of an 

oxoacid, that yields two molecules of the acid when it reacts with water. 

acid-base buffer (also buffer) A solution that resists change sin pH when a small amount of 

either strong acid or strong base isadded.  

acid-base indicator A species whose color is different in acidand in base, which is used to 

monitor the equivalence point of a titration or the pH of a solution.  

acid-base reaction Any reaction between an acid and a base. 

acid-base titration curve A plot of the pH of a solution of acid (or base) versus the volume of 

base (or acid) added to the solution.  

actinidesThe Period 7 elements that constitute the second inner transition series (5f block). 

activated complex (See transition state.) 

activation energy (Ea) The minimum energy with which molecules must collide to react. 

active site The region of an enzyme formed by specific amino acid side chains at which catalysis 

occurs.  

activity  (also decay rate) The change in number of nuclei of a radioactive sample divided by the 

change in time (t).  

activity series of the metals A listing of metals arranged in order of their decreasing strength as 

reducing agents in aqueousreactions.  

actual yield The amount of product actually obtained in achemical reaction.  

addition polymer (also chain reaction, or chain-growth, polymer)A polymer formed when 

monomers (usually containingC=C) combine through an addition reaction.  
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Definitions of some chemical terms 

addition reaction A type of organic reaction in which atom slinked by a multiple bond become 

bonded to more atoms.  

adductThe product of a Lewis acid-base reaction characterized by the formation of a new 

covalent bond.  

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) A high-energy molecule thatserves most commonly as a store 

and source of energy in organisms. 

alkyl group A saturated hydrocarbon chain with one bondavailable.  

alkyneA hydrocarbon that contains at least one C≡C bond (general formula, CnH2n-2).  

allotropeOne of two or more crystalline or molecular forms ofan element. In general, one 

allotrope is more stable than another ata particular pressure and temperature.  

alloyA mixture with metallic properties that consists of solidphases of two or more pure 

elements, a solid-solid solution, or distinctintermediate phases.  

alpha (α) decay A radioactive process in which an alpha particleis emitted from a nucleus.  

alpha particle (α) A positively charged particle,identical to a helium-4 nucleus, that is one of the 

common typesof radioactive emissions.  

amino acid An organic compound [general formula,H2N-CH(R)-COOH] with at least one 

carboxyl and oneamine group on the same molecule; the monomer unit of a protein. 

amorphous solid Asolid that occurs in different shapes because it lacks extensive molecular-

level ordering of its particles.  

ampere (A) The SI unit of electric current; 1 ampere of current results when 1 coulomb flows 

through a conductor in 1 second. 

amphotericAble to act as either an acid or a base.  

amplitudeThe height of the crest (or depth of the trough) of awave; related to the intensity of the 

energy.  

anionA negatively charged ion.  

anodeThe electrode at which oxidation occurs in an electrochemicalcell. Electrons are given up 

by the reducing agent and leave the cell at the anode.  

antibonding MO A molecular orbital formed when wavefunctions are subtracted from each 

other, which decreases electrondensity between the nuclei and leaves a node. Electrons 

occupyingsuch an orbital destabilize the molecule.  

aqueous solution Asolution in which water is the solvent.  

aromatic hydrocarbon A compound of C and H with one ormore rings of C atoms (often drawn 

with alternating C-C andC=C bonds), in which there is extensive delocalization of π electrons.  

Arrhenius acid-base definition A model of acid-base behaviorin which an acid is a substance 

that has H in its formula andproduces H
+
 in water, and a base is a substance that has OH in 

itsformula and produces OHˉ in water.  

Arrhenius equation An equation that expresses the exponentialrelationship between 

temperature and the rate constant. 

atomThe smallest particle of an element that retains the chemicalnature of the element. A 

neutral, spherical entity composed ofa positively charged central nucleus surrounded by one or 

morenegatively charged electrons.  
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 زباى تخصصی

atomic mass (also atomic weight) The average of the masses ofthe naturally occurring isotopes 

of an element weighted accordingto their abundances.  

atomic mass unit (amu) [also dalton(Da)] A mass exactlyequal to the mass of a carbon-12 

atom.  

atomic number (Z) The unique number of protons in thenucleus of each atom of an element 

(equal to the number of electronsin the neutral atom). An integer that expresses the 

positivecharge of a nucleus in multiples of the electronic charge. 

atomic orbital (also wave function) A mathematical expressionthat describes the motion of the 

electron‘s matter-wave interms of time and position in the region of the nucleus. The termis used 

qualitatively to mean the region of space in which there isa high probability of finding the 

electron.  

atomic size A term referring to the atomic radius, one-half the distance between nuclei of 

identical bonded elements. 

atomic solid A solid consisting of individual atoms heldtogether by dispersion forces; the frozen 

noble gases are the only examples. 

aufbau principle (or building-up principle) The conceptualbasis of a process of building up 

atoms by adding one proton (andone or more neutrons) at a time to the nucleus and one 

electronaround it to obtain the ground-state electron configurations of theelements.  

autoionization(also self-ionization) A reaction in which twomolecules of a substance react to 

give ions. The most importantexample is for water:2H2O (l) H3O
+
(aq) + OHˉ(aq) 

average rate The change in concentration of reactants (orproducts) divided by a finite time 

period.  

Avogadro’s law The gas law stating that, at fixed temperatureand pressure, equal volumes of 

any ideal gas contain equal numbersof particles, and, therefore, the volume of a gas is 

directlyproportional to its amount (mol): V αn.  

Avogadro’s number A number (6.022×10
23

 to four significantfigures) equal to the number of 

atoms in exactly 12 g ofcarbon-12; the number of atoms, molecules, or formula units inone mole 

of an element or compound. 

axial group Agroup (or atom) that lies above or below the trigonalplane of a trigonalbipyramidal 

molecule, or a similar structuralfeature in a molecule.  

B 

background radiation Natural ionizing radiation, the mostimportant form of which is cosmic 

radiation.  

balancing coefficient (also stoichiometric coefficient) A numericalmultiplier of all the atoms in 

the formula immediately followingit in a chemical equation.  

band of stability The narrow band of stable nuclides that appears on a plot of number of 

neutrons vs. number of protons for all nuclides.  

band theory An extension of molecular orbital (MO) theory that explains many properties of 

metals, in particular, the differences in electrical conductivity of conductors, semiconductors, 

and insulators.  
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Definitions of some chemical terms 

barometerA device used to measure atmospheric pressure. Most commonly, a tube open at one 

end, which is filled with mercury and inverted into a dish of mercury.  

baseIn common laboratory terms, any species that produces OHˉ ions when dissolved in water.  

base pair Two complementary bases in mononucleotides that are H bonded to each other; 

guanine (G) always pairs with cytosine (C), and adenine (A) always pairs with thymine (T) (or 

uracil, U).  

base unit (also fundamental unit) A unit that defines the standard for one of the seven physical 

quantities in the International System of Units (SI).  

batteryA self-contained group of voltaic cells arranged in series.  

bent shape (also V shape) A molecular shape that arises when a central atom is bonded to two 

other atoms and has one or two lone pairs; occurs as the AX2E shape class (bond angle ˂120°) in 

the trigonal planar arrangement and as the AX2E2 shape class (bond angle ˂109.5°) in the 

tetrahedral arrangement.  

βˉdecayAradioactive process in which a beta particle is emitted from a nucleus.  

beta (β) decay A class of radioactive decay that includes βˉ decay,  β
+
 emission, and eˉ capture.  

beta particle (β) A negatively charged particle identified as a high-speed electron that is one of 

the common types of radioactive emissions.  

bimolecular reaction An elementary reaction involving the collision of two reactant species.  

binary covalent compound A compound that consists of atoms of two elements in which 

bonding occurs primarily through electron sharing.  

binary ionic compound A compound that consists of the oppositely charged ions of two 

elements.  

body-centered cubic unit cell A unit cell in which a particle lies at each corner and in the center 

of a cube.  

boiling point (bp or Tb) The temperature at which the vapor pressure of a gas equals the 

external (atmospheric) pressure.  

boiling point elevation (ΔTb) The increase in the boiling point of a solvent caused by the 

presence of dissolved solute. 

bond angle The angle formed by the nuclei of two surrounding atoms with the nucleus of the 

central atom at the vertex.  

bond energy (BE) (or bond strength) The enthalpy change accompanying the breakage of a 

given bond in a mole of gaseous molecules.  

bond length The distance between the nuclei of two bonded atoms.  

bond order The number of electron pairs shared by twobonded atoms.  

bonding MO Amolecular orbital formed when wave functionsare added to each other, which 

increases electron density betweenthe nuclei. Electrons occupying such an orbital stabilize the 

molecule. 

bonding pair (also shared pair) An electron pair shared by twonuclei; the mutual attraction 

between the nuclei and the electronpair forms a covalent bond.  

Boyle’s law The gas law stating that, at constant temperatureand amount of gas, the volume 

occupied by a gas is inversely proportionalto the applied (external) pressure: V α 1/P. 
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Brønsted-Lowry acid-base definition A model of acid-basebehavior based on proton transfer, 

in which an acid and a base are defined,respectively, as species that donate and accept a proton.  

buffer capacity A measure of the ability of a buffer to resist achange in pH; related to the total 

concentrations and relative proportionsof buffer components.  

buffer range The pH range over which a buffer acts effectively;related to the relative 

component concentrations.  

C 

calibrationThe process of correcting for systematic error of ameasuring device by comparing it 

to a known standard.  

calorie (cal) A unit of energy defined as exactly 4.184 joules;originally defined as the heat 

needed to raise the temperature of1 g of water 1°C (from 14.5°C to 15.5°C).  

calorimeterA device used to measure the heat released or absorbedby a physical or chemical 

process taking place within it. 

capillarity(or capillary action) A property that results in a liquidrising through a narrow space 

against the pull of gravity.  

carbonyl group The C=O grouping of atoms.  

catalystAsubstance that increases the rate of a reaction withoutbeing used up in the process.  

cathodeThe electrode at which reduction occurs in an electrochemicalcell. Electrons enter the 

cell and are acquired by theoxidizing agent at the cathode. 

cathode ray The ray of light emitted by the cathode (negativeelectrode) in a gas discharge tube; 

travels in straight lines, unlessdeflected by magnetic or electric fields.  

cationA positively charged ion.  

cell potential (Ecell) (also electromotive force, or emf; cell voltage)The potential difference 

between the electrodes of an electrochemicalcell when no current flows.  

Celsius scale (formerly centigrade scale) A temperature scalein which the freezing and boiling 

points of water are defined as0°C and 100°C, respectively.  

chain reaction In nuclear fission, a self-sustaining process inwhich neutrons released by 

splitting of one nucleus cause othernuclei to split, which releases more neutrons, and so on.  

change in enthalpy (ΔH) The change in internal energyplus the product of the constant pressure 

and the change in volume:ΔH =ΔE +PΔV; the heat lost or gained at constant pressure:ΔH =qP.  

charge density The ratio of the charge of an ion to its volume. 

Charles’s law The gas law stating that at constant pressure, thevolume occupied by a fixed 

amount of gas is directly proportionalto its absolute temperature. 

chelateA complex ion in which the metal ion is bonded to abidentate or polydentate ligand.  

chemical bond The force that holds two atoms together in amolecule (or formula unit). 

chemical change (also chemical reaction) A change in whicha substance is converted into a 

substance with different compositionand properties.  

chemical equation A statement that uses chemical formulasto express the identities and 

quantities of the substances involvedin a chemical or physical change.  
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chemical formula A notation of atomic symbols and numericalsubscripts that shows the type 

and number of each atom in amolecule or formula unit of a substance. 

chemical kinetics The study of the rates and mechanisms ofreactions.  

chemical property A characteristic of a substance that appearsas it interacts with, or transforms 

into, other substances.  

chemistryThe scientific study of matter and the changes itundergoes.  

chiral molecule One that is not superimposable on its mirrorimage; an optically active molecule. 

In organic compounds, a chiralmolecule typically contains a C atom bonded to four 

differentgroups (asymmetric C).  

chlor-alkali process An industrial method that electrolyzesconcentrated aqueous NaCl and 

produces Cl2, H2, and NaOH. 

Clausius-Clapeyron equation An equation that expressesthe relationship between vapor 

pressure P of a liquid and temperatureT. 

colligative property A property of a solution that depends onthe number, not the identity, of 

solute particles.  

collision theory A model that explains reaction rate as the resultof particles colliding with a 

certain minimum energy.  

combustion analysis A method for determining the formulaof a compound from the amounts of 

its combustion products; usedcommonly for organic compounds.  

common-ion effect The shift in the position of an ionic equilibriumaway from formation of an 

ion that is caused by the addition (or presence) of that ion.  

complex ion An ion consisting of a central metal ion bondedcovalently to molecules and/or 

anions called ligands.  

compositionThe types and amounts of simpler substances thatmake up a sample of matter.  

compoundA substance composed of two or more elementsthat are chemically combined in fixed 

proportions.  

concentrationAmeasure of the quantity of solute dissolved ina given quantity of solution.  

concentration cell A voltaic cell in which both compartmentscontain the same components but 

at different concentrations. 

condensationThe process of a gas changing into a liquid.  

condensation polymer Apolymer formed by monomers withtwo functional groups that are 

linked together in a dehydrationcondensationreaction.  

conduction band In band theory, the empty, higher energyportion of the band of molecular 

orbitals into which electronsmove when conducting heat and electricity.  

conductorA substance (usually a metal) that conducts an electriccurrent well.  

conjugate acid-base pair Two species related to each otherthrough the gain or loss of a proton; 

the acid has one more protonthan its conjugate base.) 

constitutional isomers (also structural isomers) Compoundswith the same molecular formula 

but different arrangements ofatoms.  

controlled experiment An experiment that measures the effectof one variable at a time by 

keeping other variables constant.  
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conversion factor Aratio of equivalent quantities that is equalto 1 and used to convert the units 

of a quantity.  

coordinate covalent bond A covalent bond formed whenone atom donates both electrons to 

give the shared pair; onceformed, it is identical to any covalent single bond.  

coordination compound (also complex) A substance containingat least one complex ion.  

coordination isomers Two or more coordination compoundswith the same composition in 

which the complex ions have differentligand arrangements.  

coordination number In a crystal, the number of nearestneighbors surrounding a particle. In a 

complex, the numberof ligand atoms bonded to the central metal ion.  

corrosionThe natural redox process that results in unwantedoxidation of a metal.  

coulomb (C) The SI unit of electric charge. One coulomb is thecharge of 6.242×10
18

 electrons; 

one electron possesses a chargeof 1.602×10
-19

 C.  

counter ion Asimple ion associated with a complex ion in a coordinationcompound.  

coupling of reactions The pairing of reactions of which onereleases enough free energy for the 

other to occur.  

covalent bond A type of bond in which atoms are bondedthrough the sharing of two electrons; 

the mutual attraction ofthe nuclei and an electron pair that holds atoms together in a molecule. 

covalent bonding The idealized bonding type that is based onlocalized electron-pair sharing 

between two atoms with littledifference in their tendencies to lose or gain electrons (most 

commonlynonmetals).  

covalent compound A compound that consists of atomsbonded together by shared electron 

pairs.  

covalent radius One-half the distance between nuclei of identicalcovalently bonded atoms.  

critical mass The minimum mass needed to achieve a chain reaction. 

critical point The point on a phase diagram above which thevapor cannot be condensed to a 

liquid; the end of the liquid-gascurve.  

crystal field splitting energy (Δ) The difference in energybetween two sets of metal-ion d 

orbitals that results from electrostaticinteractions with the surrounding ligands.  

crystal field theory A model that explains the color andmagnetism of coordination compounds 

based on the effects of ligandson metal-ion d-orbital energies.  

crystalline solid Solid with a well-defined shape because ofthe orderly arrangement of the 

atoms, molecules, or ions.  

cubic closest packing A crystal structure based on the facecenteredcubic unit cell in which the 

layers have an abcabc. . .pattern.  

curie (Ci) The most common unit of radioactivity, defined as thenumber of nuclei disintegrating 

each second in 1 g of radium-226;1 Ci= 3.70×10
10

 d/s (disintegrations per second). 

cyclic hydrocarbon A hydrocarbon with one or more rings inits structure.  
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D 

dorbital An atomic orbital with l = 2.  

dalton (Da) A unit of mass identical to atomic mass unit.  

Dalton’s law of partial pressures A gas law stating that, in 

a mixture of unreacting gases, the total pressure is the sum of the partial pressures of the 

individual gases: Ptotal=P1+P2+P3+ . . .  

dataPieces of quantitative information obtained by observation.  

decay constant The rate constant k for radioactive decay.  

decay series (also disintegration series) The succession ofsteps a parent nucleus undergoes as it 

decays into a stabledaughter nucleus.  

dehydration-condensation reaction A reaction in which Hand OH groups on two molecules 

react to form water as one of theproducts.  

delocalization(See electron-pair delocalization.) 

density (d) An intensive physical property of a substance at agiven temperature and pressure, 

defined as the ratio of the mass tothe volume: d =m/V.  

depositionThe process of changing directly from gas tosolid.  

derived unit Any of various combinations of the seven SI baseunits.  

deuteronsNuclei of the stable hydrogen isotope deuterium,
2
H.  

diagonal relationship Physical and chemical similarities between a Period 2 element and one 

located diagonally down andto the right in Period 3.  

diamagnetismThe tendency of a species not to be attracted (or to be slightly repelled) by a 

magnetic field as a result of itselectrons being paired. 

diffractionThe phenomenon in which a wave striking the edgeof an object bends around it. 

Awave passing through a slit as wideas its wavelength forms a semicircular wave.  

diffusionThe movement of one fluid through another.  

dimensional analysis (also factor-label method) A calculation method in which arithmetic steps 

are accompanied by the appropriatecanceling of units. 

dipole-dipole force The intermolecular attraction betweenoppositely charged poles of nearby 

polar molecules.  

dipole–induced dipole force The intermolecular attractionbetween a polar molecule and the 

oppositely charged pole it inducesin a nearby molecule. 

dipole moment (μ) Ameasure of molecular polarity; the magnitudeof the partial charges on the 

ends of a molecule (incoulombs) times the distance between them (in meters).  

disaccharideAn organic compound formed by a dehydrationcondensationreaction between two 

simple sugars (monosaccharides). 

disintegration series (See decay series). 

dispersion force (also London force) The intermolecular attraction between all particles as a 

result of instantaneous polarizationsof their electron clouds; the intermolecular force 

primarilyresponsible for the condensed states of nonpolar substances.  
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disproportionation reaction A reaction in which a givensubstance is both oxidized and 

reduced.  

donor atom An atom that donates a lone pair of electrons toform a covalent bond, usually from 

ligand to metal ion in acomplex.  

double bond A covalent bond that consists of two bondingpairs; two atoms sharing four 

electrons in the form of one σ andone π bond.  

double-displacement reaction (See metathesis reaction.) 

double helix The two intertwined polynucleotide strands heldtogether by H bonds that form the 

structure of DNA (deoxyribonucleicacid).  

Downs cell An industrial apparatus that electrolyzes molten NaCl to produce sodium and 

chlorine.  

dynamic equilibrium In a chemical or physical change, thecondition at which the forward and 

reverse processes are takingplace at the same rate, so there is no net change in the amounts 

ofreactants or products.  

E 

egorbitals The set of orbitals (composed of and ) thatresults when the energies of the metal-ion d 

orbitals are split by aligand field. This set is higher in energy than the other (t2g) set inan 

octahedral field of ligands and lower in energy in a tetrahedralfield.  

effective collision A collision in which the particles meet withsufficient energy and an 

orientation that allows them to react.  

effective nuclear charge (Zeff) The nuclear charge an electronactually experiences as a result of 

shielding effects due to thepresence of other electrons.  

effusionThe process by which a gas escapes from its containerthrough a tiny hole into an 

evacuated space.  

electrochemical cell A system that incorporates a redox reactionto produce or use electrical 

energy. 

electrochemistryThe study of the relationship between chemicalchange and electrical work.  

electrodeThe part of an electrochemical cell that conducts theelectricity between the cell and the 

surroundings.  

electrolysisThe nonspontaneous lysing (splitting) of a substance,often to its component 

elements, by supplying electricalenergy.  

electrolyteAsubstance that conducts a current when it dissolvesin water. 

electrolytic cell An electrochemical system that uses electricalenergy to drive a nonspontaneous 

chemical reaction (ΔG>0).  

electromagnetic (EM) radiation (or electromagnetic energy,radiant energy) Oscillating, 

perpendicular electric and magneticfields moving simultaneously through space as waves and 

manifestedas visible light, x-rays, microwaves, radio waves, and soon.  

electromagnetic spectrum The continuum of wavelengths ofradiant energy.  

electromotive force (emf) (See cell potential.)  
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electron (eˉ) A subatomic particle that possesses a unit negativecharge (1.60218×10
˗19

 C) and 

occupies the space around theatomic nucleus.  

electron affinity (EA) The energy change (in kJ) accompanyingthe addition of one mole of 

electrons to one mole of gaseousatoms or ions.  

electron capture (EC) A type of radioactive decay inwhich a nucleus draws in an orbital 

electron, usually one from thelowest energy level, and releases energy.  

electron cloud An imaginary representation of an electron‘srapidly changing position around the 

nucleus over time.  

electron configuration The distribution of electrons withinthe orbitals of the atoms of an 

element; also the notation for sucha distribution. 

electron deficient Referring to a bonded atom, such as Be orB, that has fewer than eight valence 

electrons. 

electron density diagram (or electron probability density diagram)The pictorial representation 

for a given energy sublevelof the quantity ψ
2
 (the probability density of the electron lyingwithin 

a particular tiny volume) as a function of r (distance fromthe nucleus).  

electron volt (eV) The energy (in joules, J) that an electronacquires when it moves through a 

potential difference of 1 volt;1 eV=1.60218×10
˗19

J.  

electronegativity (EN) The relative ability of a bonded atomto attract shared electrons.  

electronegativity difference (ΔEN) The difference in electronegativitiesbetween the atoms in a 

bond.  

electron-pair delocalization (also delocalization) Theprocess by which electron density is 

spread over several atomsrather than remaining between two.  

electron-sea model A qualitative description of metallicbonding proposing that metal atoms 

pool their valence electronsinto a delocalized ―sea‖ of electrons in which the metal cores (metal 

ions) are submerged in an orderly array.  

elementThe simplest type of substance with unique physicaland chemical properties. An element 

consists of only one kind ofatom, so it cannot be broken down into simpler substances.  

elementary reaction (or elementary step) A simple reactionthat describes a single molecular 

event in a proposed reactionmechanism.  

elimination reaction A type of organic reaction in whichC atoms are bonded to fewer atoms in 

the product than in thereactant, which leads to multiple bonding.  

emission spectrum The line spectrum produced when excitedatoms return to lower energy 

levels and emit photons characteristicof the element.  

empirical formula A chemical formula that shows the lowestrelative numbers of atoms of 

elements in a compound.  

end point The point in a titration at which the indicatorchanges color.  

endothermic process One occurring with an absorption ofheat from the surroundings and 

therefore an increase in the enthalpyof the system (ΔH > 0).  

energyThe capacity to do work, that is, to move matter. 

enthalpy (H) A thermodynamic quantity that is the sum of theinternal energy plus the product of 

the pressure and volume.  
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enthalpy diagram A graphic depiction of the enthalpychange of a system.  

entropy (S) A thermodynamic quantity related to the numberof ways the energy of a system can 

be dispersed through the motionsof its particles. 

enzymeA biological macromolecule (usually a protein) thatacts as a catalyst.  

equatorial group A group (or atom) that lies in the trigonalplane of a trigonalbipyramidal 

molecule, or a similar structuralfeature in a molecule.  

equilibrium constant (K) The value obtained when equilibriumconcentrations are substituted 

into the reaction quotient.  

equivalence point The point in a titration when the number ofmoles of the added species is 

stoichiometrically equivalent to theoriginal number of moles of the other species.  

exact number A quantity, usually obtained by counting orbased on a unit definition, that has no 

uncertainty associated withit and, therefore, contains as many significant figures as a 

calculationrequires.  

excited state Any electron configuration of an atom or moleculeother than the lowest energy 

(ground) state.  

exclusion principle A principle developed by Wolfgang Paulistating that no two electrons in an 

atom can have the same set offour quantum numbers. The principle arises from the fact that 

anorbital has a maximum occupancy of two electrons and their spinsare paired.  

exothermic process One occurring with a release of heat tothe surroundings and therefore a 

decrease in the enthalpy of thesystem (ΔH ˂ 0).  

expanded valence shell A valence level that can accommodatemore than 8 electrons by using 

available d orbitals; occursonly for elements in Period 3 or higher.  

experimentA clear set of procedural steps that tests ahypothesis. 

extensive property Aproperty, such as mass, that depends onthe quantity of substance present.  

F 

face-centered cubic unit cell A unit cell in which a particleoccurs at each corner and in the 

center of each face of a cube.  

Faraday constant (F) The physical constant representing thecharge of 1 mol of electrons: F = 

96,485 C/mol e
˗
.  

fatty acid A carboxylic acid that has a long hydrocarbon chainand is derived from a natural 

source.  

fissionThe process by which a heavier nucleus splits intolighter nuclei with the release of energy.  

formal charge The hypothetical charge on an atom in a moleculeor ion, equal to the number of 

valence electrons minus the sumof all the unshared and half the shared valence electrons.  

formation constant (Kf) An equilibrium constant for the formationof a complex ion from the 

hydrated metal ion andligands.  

formation equation An equation in which 1 mole of a compoundforms from its elements.  

formula mass The sum (in amu) of the atomic masses of aformula unit of an ionic compound.  

formula unit The chemical unit of a compound that containsthe number and type of atoms (or 

ions) expressed in the chemicalformula.  
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fossil fuel Any fuel, including coal, petroleum, and natural gas,derived from the products of the 

decay of dead organisms.  

fraction by mass (also mass fraction) The portion of acompound‘s mass contributed by an 

element; the mass of an elementin a compound divided by the mass of the compound.  

free energy (G) A thermodynamic quantity that is the differencebetween the enthalpy and the 

product of the absolute temperatureand the entropy: G =H˗TS.  

free radical A molecular or atomic species with one or moreunpaired electrons, which typically 

make it very reactive. 

freezingThe process of cooling a liquid until it solidifies. 

freezing point depression (ΔTf) A lowering of the freezingpoint of a solvent caused by the 

presence of dissolved solute particles. 

frequency factor (A) The product of the collision frequency Zand an orientation probability 

factor p that is specific for a reaction. 

fuel cell (or flow battery) A battery that is not self-containedand in which electricity is generated 

by the controlled oxidation ofa fuel. 

functional group A specific combination of atoms, typicallycontaining a carbon-carbon multiple 

bond and/or carbonheteroatombond, that reacts in a characteristic way no matterwhat molecule it 

occurs in.  

fusion (nuclear) The process by which light nuclei combine toform a heavier nucleus with the 

release of energy.  

G 

galvanic cell (See voltaic cell.) 

gamma emission The type of radioactive decay in whichgamma rays are emitted from an 

excited nucleus.  

gamma (γ) ray A very high-energy photon. (786) 

gasOne of the three states of matter. A gas fills its containerregardless of the shape. 

genetic code The set of three-base sequences that is translatedinto specific amino acids during 

the process of protein synthesis. 

geometric isomers (also cis-trans isomers or diastereomers)Stereoisomers in which the 

molecules have the same connectionsbetween atoms but differ in the spatial arrangements of the 

atoms.The cisisomer has similar groups on the same side of a structuralfeature; the transisomer 

has them on opposite sides.  

Graham’s law of effusion A gas law stating that the rate ofeffusion of a gas is inversely 

proportional to the square root of itsdensity (or molar mass). 

ground state The electron configuration of an atom or ion thatis lowest in energy.  

groupA vertical column in the periodic table.  
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H 

H bond (See hydrogen bond.) 

Haber process An industrial process used to form ammoniafrom its elements.  

half-cellA portion of an electrochemical cell in which a halfreactiontakes place.  

half-life (t1/2) In chemical processes, the time required for halfthe initial reactant concentration to 

be consumed.  

half-reaction method Amethod of balancing redox reactionsby treating the oxidation and 

reduction half-reactions separately. 

haloalkane(also alkyl halide) A hydrocarbon with one or morehalogen atoms (X) in place of H. 

heat (q) The energy transferred between objects because of differencesin their temperatures 

only; thermal energy.  

heat capacity The quantity of heat required to change the temperatureof an object by 1 K.  

heat of fusion (ΔHfus) The enthalpy change occurring when1 mol of a solid substance melts.  

heat of hydration (ΔHhydr) (also enthalpy of hydration) Theenthalpy change occurring when 1 

mol of a gaseous species is hydrated. 

heat of reaction (ΔHrxn) The enthalpy change of a reaction. 

heat of solution (ΔHsoln) (also enthalpy of solution) The enthalpychange occurring when a 

solution forms from solute andsolvent.  

heat of sublimation (ΔHsubl) The enthalpy change occurringwhen 1 mol of a solid substance 

changes directly to a gas.  

heat of vaporization (ΔHvap) The enthalpy change occurring when 1 mol of a liquid substance 

vaporizes.  

heating-cooling curve A plot of temperature vs. time for asubstance when heat is absorbed or 

released by the system at aconstant rate. 

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation An equation for calculatingthe pH of a buffer system. 

Henry’s law A law stating that the solubility of a gas in aliquid is directly proportional to the 

partial pressure of the gasabove the liquid. 

Hess’s law of heat summation A law stating that theenthalpy change of an overall process is the 

sum of the enthalpychanges of the individual steps of the process.  

heteroatomAny atom in an organic compound other than C orH. 

heterogeneous catalyst A catalyst that occurs in a differentphase from the reactants, usually a 

solid interacting with gaseousor liquid reactants.  

heterogeneous mixture Amixture that has one or more visibleboundaries among its 

components. 

hexagonal closest packing A crystal structure based on thehexagonal unit cell in which the 

layers have an abab. . .pattern.  

high-spin complex Complex ion that has the same number ofunpaired electrons as in the 

isolated metal ion; contains weak-fieldligands. 

homogeneous catalyst A catalyst (gas, liquid, or solublesolid) that exists in the same phase as 

the reactants. 
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homogeneous mixture (also solution) A mixture that has novisible boundaries among its 

components.  

homonuclear diatomic molecule A molecule composed oftwo identical atoms.  

Hund’s rule A principle stating that when orbitals of equalenergy are available, the electron 

configuration of lowest energyhas the maximum number of unpaired electrons with 

parallelspins.  

hybrid orbital An atomic orbital postulated to form duringbonding by the mathematical mixing 

of specific combinations ofnonequivalent orbitals in a given atom.  

hybridizationA postulated process of orbital mixing to formhybrid orbitals.  

hydrateAcompound in which a specific number of water moleculesare associated with each 

formula unit.  

hydration shell The oriented cluster of water molecules thatsurrounds an ion in aqueous 

solution.  

hydrocarbonAn organic compound that contains only H andC atoms.  

hydrogen bond (H bond) A type of dipole-dipole force thatarises between molecules that have 

an H atom bonded to a small,highly electronegative atom with lone pairs, usually N, O, or F. 

hydrogenationThe addition of hydrogen to a carbon-carbonmultiple bond to form a carbon-

carbon single bond.  

hydrolysisCleaving a molecule by reaction with water, inwhich one part of the molecule bonds 

to the water -OH and theother to the water H.  

hydronium ion (H3O
+
) A proton covalently bonded to a watermolecule.  

I 

ideal gas A hypothetical gas that exhibits linear relationshipsamong volume, pressure, 

temperature, and amount (mol) at allconditions; approximated by simple gases at ordinary 

conditions. 

ideal gas law (or ideal gas equation) An equation thatexpresses the relationships among volume, 

pressure, temperature,and amount (mol) of an ideal gas: PV =nRT.  

ideal solution A solution whose vapor pressure equals themole fraction of the solvent times the 

vapor pressure of the puresolvent; approximated only by very dilute solutions. 

indicator(See acid-base indicator.) 

infrared (IR) Radiation in the region of the electromagneticspectrum between the microwave 

and visible regions.  

infrared (IR) spectroscopy An instrumental technique for determiningthe types of bonds in a 

covalent molecule by measuringthe absorption of IR radiation.  

initial rate The instantaneous rate occurring as soon as thereactants are mixed, that is, at t = 0.  

inner electrons (also core electrons) Electrons that fill all theenergy levels of an atom except the 

valence level; electrons alsopresent in atoms of the previous noble gas and any 

completedtransition series.  

inner transition elements The elements of the periodic tablein which f orbitals are being filled; 

the lanthanides and actinides. 
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instantaneous rate The reaction rate at a particular time,given by the slope of a tangent to a plot 

of reactant concentrationvs. time.  

insulatorA substance (usually a nonmetal) that does not conductan electric current.  

integrated rate law A mathematical expression for reactantconcentration as a function of time.  

intensive property A property, such as density, that does notdepend on the quantity of substance 

present.  

intermolecular forces (or interparticle forces) The attractiveand repulsive forces among the 

particles, molecules, atoms, orionsin a sample of matter.  

internal energy (E) The sum of the kinetic and potential energiesof all the particles in a system.  

ionA charged particle that forms from an atom (or covalentlybonded group of atoms) when it 

gains or loses one or moreelectrons. 

ion-dipole force The intermolecular attractive force betweenan ion and a polar molecule 

(dipole).  

ion–induced dipole force The intermolecular attractive forcebetween an ion and the dipole it 

induces in the electron cloud of anearby particle.  

ion pair A pair of ions that form a gaseous ionic molecule;sometimes formed when a salt boils.  

ionic atmosphere A cluster of ions of net opposite chargesurrounding a given ion in solution.  

ionic bonding The idealized type of bonding based on the attractionof oppositely charged ions 

that arise through electrontransfer between atoms with large differences in their tendenciesto lose 

or gain electrons (typically metals and nonmetals).  

ionic compound A compound that consists of oppositelycharged ions. 

ionic radius The size of an ion as measured by the distance betweenthe centers of adjacent ions 

in a crystalline ionic compound. 

ionic solid A solid whose unit cell contains cations and anions. 

ionizationThe process by which a substance absorbs energy 

from high-energy radioactive particles and loses an electron to becomeionized.  

ionization energy (IE) The energy (in kJ) required to removecompletely one mole of electrons 

from one mole of gaseous atomsor ions.  

ionizing radiation The high-energy radiation that forms ionsin a substance by causing electron loss.  

isoelectronicHaving the same number and configuration ofelectrons as another species. 

isomerOne of two or more compounds with the same molecularformula but different properties, 

often as a result of differentarrangements of atoms.  

isotopesAtoms of a given atomic number (that is, of a specificelement) that have different 

numbers of neutrons and thereforedifferent mass numbers.  

isotopic mass The mass (in amu) of an isotope relative to themass of the carbon-12 isotope. J 

joule (J) The SI unit of energy; 1 J = 1 kg.m
2
/s

2
. (190) 

K 

kelvin (K) The SI base unit of temperature. The kelvin is thesame size as the Celsius degree.  

kilogram (kg) The SI base unit of mass.  

kinetic energy (Ek) The energy an object has because of itsmotion.  

kinetic-molecular theory The model that explains gas behaviorin terms of particles in random 

motion whose volumes andinteractions are negligible.  
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L 

lanthanide contraction The additional decrease in atomicand ionic size, beyond the expected 

trend, caused by the poorshielding of the increasing nuclear charge by f electrons in theelements 

following the lanthanides. 

lanthanides(also rare earths) The Period 6 (4f ) series of innertransition elements, which 

includes cerium (Ce; Z = 58) throughlutetium (Lu; Z =71).  

latticeThe three-dimensional arrangement of points created bychoosing each point to be at the 

same location within each particleof a crystal; thus, the lattice consists of all points with 

identicalsurroundings.  

lattice energy (ΔHlattice) The enthalpy change (always positive)that occurs when 1 mol of an 

ionic compound separates intogaseous ions, with all components in their standard states.  

law of chemical equilibrium (also law of mass action) Thelaw stating that when a system 

reaches equilibrium at a given temperature,the ratio of quantities that make up the reaction 

quotienthas a constant numerical value.  

law of conservation of energy (also first law of thermodynamics)Abasic observation that the 

total energy of the universeis constant: ΔEuniverse=ΔEsystem+ΔEsurroundings= 0. 

law of definite (or constant) composition Amass law statingthat, no matter what its source, a 

particular compound is composedof the same elements in the same parts (fractions) by mass. 

law of mass conservation A mass law stating that the totalmass of substances does not change 

during a chemical reaction. 

law of multiple proportions A mass law stating that ifelements A and B react to form two 

compounds, the differentmasses of B that combine with a fixed mass of A can beexpressed as a 

ratio of small whole numbers.  

Le Châtelier’s principle A principle stating that if a system ina state of equilibrium is disturbed, 

it will undergo a change thatshifts its equilibrium position in a direction that reduces theeffect of 

the disturbance 

level(also shell) Aspecific energy state of an atom given by theprincipal quantum number n.  

Lewis acid-base definition Amodel of acid-base behavior inwhich acids and bases are defined, 

respectively, as species that acceptand donate an electron pair.  

Lewis electron-dot symbol A notation in which the elementsymbol represents the nucleus and 

inner electrons, and surroundingdots represent the valence electrons.  

Lewis structure (or Lewis formula) A structural formula consistingof electron-dot symbols, with 

lines as bonding pairs anddots as lone pairs.  

ligandA molecule or anion bonded to a central metal ion in acomplex ion.  

like-dissolves-like rule An empirical observation stating thatsubstances having similar kinds of 

intermolecular forces dissolvein each other.  

limiting reactant (or limiting reagent) The reactant that isconsumed when a reaction occurs and 

therefore the one thatdetermines the maximum amount of product that can form. 

line spectrum A series of separated lines of different colorsrepresenting photons whose 

wavelengths are characteristic of anelement.  
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linear arrangement The geometric arrangement obtainedwhen two electron groups maximize 

their separation around acentral atom.  

linear shape A molecular shape formed by three atoms lyingin a straight line, with a bond angle 

of 180° (shape class AX2 orAX2E3).  

linkage isomers Coordination compounds with the samecomposition but with different ligand 

donor atoms linked to thecentral metal ion. 

lipidAny of a class of biomolecules, including fats and oils,that are soluble in nonpolar solvents.  

liquidOne of the three states of matter. Aliquid fills a containerto the extent of its own volume 

and thus forms a surface.  

liter (L) A non-SI unit of volume equivalent to 1 cubic decimeter (0.001 m
3
).  

London force (See dispersion force.) 

lone pair (also unshared pair) An electron pair that is part ofan atom‘s valence shell but not 

involved in covalent bonding. 

low-spin complex Complex ion that has fewer unpaired electronsthan in the free metal ion 

because of the presence of strongfieldligands.  

M 

macromolecule(See polymer.) 

magnetic quantum number (ml) (or orbital-orientationquantum number) An integer from -l 

through 0 to +l that specifiesthe orientation of an atomic orbital in the three-dimensionalspace 

about the nucleus.  

massThe quantity of matter an object contains. Balances aredesigned to measure mass.  

mass fraction (See fraction by mass.) 

mass number (A) The total number of protons and neutrons inthe nucleus of an atom.  

mass percent (also mass % or percent by mass) The fraction bymass expressed as a percentage. 

A concentration term [% (w/w)]expressed as the mass in grams of solute dissolved per 100. g 

ofsolution.  

mass spectrometry An instrumental method for measuring therelative masses of particles in a 

sample by creating charged particlesand separating them according to their mass-charge ratio.  

matterAnything that possesses mass and occupies volume.  

melting(also fusion) The change of a substance from a solid toa liquid.  

melting point (mp or Tf) The temperature at which the solidand liquid forms of a substance are 

at equilibrium. 

metalA substance or mixture that is relatively shiny andmalleable and is a good conductor of 

heat and electricity. Inreactions, metals tend to transfer electrons to nonmetals and formionic 

compounds.  

metallic bonding An idealized type of bonding based on theattraction between metal ions and 

their delocalized valence electrons. 

metallic radius One-half the distance between the nuclei ofadjacent individual atoms in a crystal 

of an element.  

metallic solid A solid whose individual atoms are held togetherby metallic bonding.  
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metalloid(also semimetal) An element with properties betweenthose of metals and nonmetals.  

metathesis reaction (also double-displacement reaction) Areaction in which atoms or ions of 

two compounds exchangebonding partners.  

millimeter of mercury (mmHg) Aunit of pressure based on thedifference in the heights of 

mercury in a barometer or manometer. 

miscibleSoluble in any proportion. 

mixtureA group of two or more elements and/or compoundsthat are physically intermingled. 

MO bond order One-half the difference between the numbersof electrons in bonding and 

antibondingMOs. 

model(also theory) A simplified conceptual picture based onexperiment that explains how an 

aspect of nature occurs.  

molality (m) A concentration term expressed as number ofmoles of solute dissolved in 1000 g (1 

kg) of solvent.  

molar heat capacity (C) The quantity of heat required tochange the temperature of 1 mol of a 

substance by 1 K. (196) 

molar mass (M) (or gram-molecular weight) The mass of1 mol of entities (atoms, molecules, or 

formula units) of a substance,in units of g/mol. 

molar solubility The solubility expressed in terms of amount (mol) of dissolved solute per liter 

of solution.  

molarity (M) A concentration term expressed as the moles ofsolute dissolved in 1 L of solution.  

mole (mol) The SI base unit for amount of a substance. Theamount that contains a number of 

objects equal to the number ofatoms in exactly 12 g of carbon-12. 

mole fraction (X) A concentration term expressed as the ratioof moles of one component of a 

mixture to the total moles present. 

molecular equation A chemical equation showing a reactionin solution in which reactants and 

products appear as intact, undissociatedcompounds.  

molecular formula A formula that shows the actual numberof atoms of each element in a 

molecule.  

molecular mass (or molecular weight) The sum (in amu) ofthe atomic masses of a formula unit 

of a compound.  

molecular orbital (MO) An orbital of given energy and shapethat extends over a molecule and 

can be occupied by no more thantwo electrons.  

molecular orbital (MO) diagram Adepiction of the relativeenergy and number of electrons in 

each MO, as well as the atomicorbitals from which the MOs form.  

molecular orbital (MO) theory A model that describes amolecule as a collection of nuclei and 

electrons in which the electronsoccupy orbitals that extend over the entire molecule.  

molecular polarity The overall distribution of electroniccharge in a molecule, determined by its 

shape and bond polarities. 

molecular shape The three-dimensional structure defined bythe relative positions of the atomic 

nuclei in a molecule.  

molecular solid Asolid held together by intermolecular forcesbetween individual molecules. 
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molecularityThe number of reactant particles involved in anelementary step.  

moleculeA structure consisting of two or more atoms that arechemically bound together and 

behave as an independent unit.  

monatomic ion An ion derived from a single atom.  

monomerA small molecule, linked covalently to others of thesame or similar type to form a 

polymer, on which the repeat unitof the polymer is based.  

mononucleotideAmonomer unit of a nucleic acid, consistingof an N-containing base, a sugar, 

and a phosphate group.  

monosaccharideA simple sugar; a polyhydroxy ketone oraldehyde with three to nine C atoms.  

N 

Nernst equation An equation stating that the voltage of anelectrochemical cell under any 

conditions depends on the standardcell voltage and the concentrations of the cell components: 

cell call

RT
E E

nF
  lnQ 

net ionic equation A chemical equation of a reaction in solutionin which spectator ions have 

been eliminated to show the actualchemical change.  

network covalent solid A solid in which all the atoms arebonded covalently. 

neutralization In the Arrhenius acid-base definition, the combinationof the H
+
 ion from the acid 

and the OHˉ ion from thebase to form H2O.  

neutralization reaction An acid-base reaction that yields waterand a solution of a salt; when a 

strong acid reacts with a stoichiometricallyequivalent amount of a strong base, the solution 

isneutral.  

neutron (n
0
) An uncharged subatomic particle found in thenucleus, with a mass slightly greater 

than that of a proton.  

nodeAregion of an orbital where the probability of finding theelectron is zero.  

nonelectrolyteA substance whose aqueous solution does notconduct an electric current. 

nonmetalAn element that lacks metallic properties. In reactions,nonmetals tend to bond with 

each other to form covalentcompounds or accept electrons from metals to form ioniccompounds.  

nonpolar covalent bond A covalent bond between identicalatoms that share the bonding pair 

equally.  

nuclear binding energy The energy required to break 1 molof nuclei of an element into 

individual nucleons.  

nuclear transmutation The induced conversion of one nucleusinto another by bombardment 

with a particle. 

nucleic acid An unbranched polymer consisting of mononucleotidesthat occurs as two types, 

DNA and RNA (deoxyribonucleicand ribonucleic acids), which differ chemically in thenature of 

the sugar portion of the mononucleotides.  

nucleonAsubatomic particle that makes up a nucleus; a protonor neutron.  

nucleusThe tiny central region of the atom that contains all thepositive charge and essentially all 

the mass.  

nuclideA nuclear species with specified numbers of protonsand neutrons.  
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O 

observationAfact obtained with the senses, often with the aidof instruments. Quantitative 

observations provide data that can becompared objectively.  

octahedral arrangement The geometric arrangement obtainedwhen six electron groups 

maximize their space around acentral atom; when all six groups are bonding groups, the 

molecularshape is octahedral (AX6; ideal bond angle = 90°).  

octet rule The observation that when atoms bond, they oftenlose, gain, or share electrons to 

attain a filled outer shell of eightelectrons. 

optical isomers (also enantiomers) A pair of stereoisomersconsisting of a molecule and its 

mirror image that cannot be superimposedon each other.  

optically active Able to rotate the plane of polarized light. 

orbital diagram A depiction of electron number and spin inan atom‘s orbitals by means of 

arrows in a series of small boxes,lines, or circles.  

organic compound Acompound in which carbon is nearly alwaysbonded to at least one other 

carbon, to hydrogen, and oftento other elements.  

osmosisThe process by which solvent flows through a semipermeablemembrane from a dilute to 

a concentrated solution.  

osmotic pressure (п) The pressure that results from the inabilityof solute particles to cross a 

semipermeable membrane.The pressure required to prevent the net movement of solventacross 

the membrane.  

outer electrons Electrons that occupy the highest energy level(highest n value) and are, on 

average, farthest from the nucleus. 

overvoltageThe additional voltage, usually associated withgaseous products, that is required 

above the standard cell voltageto accomplish electrolysis.  

oxidationThe loss of electrons by a species, accompanied byan increase in oxidation number.  

oxidation number (O.N.) (also oxidation state) A numberequal to the magnitude of the charge 

an atom would have if itsshared electrons were held completely by the atom that attractsthem 

more strongly.  

oxidation-reduction reaction (also redox reaction) Aprocess in which there is a net movement 

of electrons from onereactant (reducing agent) to another (oxidizing agent).  

oxidizing agent The substance that accepts electrons in a redoxreaction and undergoes a 

decrease in oxidation number.  

oxoanionAn anion in which an element is bonded to one ormore oxygen atoms. 

P 

porbital An atomic orbital with l = 1.  

packing efficiency The percentage of the available volumeoccupied by atoms, ions, or 

molecules in a unit cell.  

paramagnetismThe tendency of a species with unpairedelectrons to be attracted by an external 

magnetic field. 
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partial ionic character An estimate of the actual charge separationin a bond (caused by the 

electronegativity difference of thebonded atoms) relative to complete separation.  

partial pressure The portion of the total pressure contributedby a gas in a mixture of gases.  

particle accelerator A device used to impart high kinetic energiesto nuclear particles.  

penetration The process by which an outer electron movesthrough the region occupied by the 

core electrons to spend part ofits time closer to the nucleus; penetration increases the average 

effectivenuclear charge for that electron.  

percent yield (% yield) The actual yield of a reaction expressedas a percentage of the 

theoretical yield.  

periodA horizontal row of the periodic table. 

periodic law A law stating that when the elements arearranged by atomic number, they exhibit a 

periodic recurrence ofproperties.  

periodic table of the elements A table in which the elementsare arranged by atomic number into 

columns (groups) androws (periods).  

pHThe negative common logarithm of [H3O
+
].  

phaseA physically distinct portion of a system.  

phase change A physical change from one phase to another,usually referring to a change in 

physical state.  

phase diagram A diagram used to describe the stable phasesand phase changes of a substance as 

a function of temperature andpressure.  

photoelectric effect The observation that when monochromaticlight of sufficient frequency 

shines on a metal, an electriccurrent is produced.  

photonA quantum of electromagnetic radiation.  

physical change A change in which the physical form (orstate) of a substance, but not its 

composition, is altered.  

physical property Acharacteristic shown by a substance itself,without interacting with or 

changing into other substances.  

pi (π) bond A covalent bond formed by sideways overlap oftwo atomic orbitals that has two 

regions of electron density, oneabove and one below the internuclear axis.  

pi (π) MO A molecular orbital formed by combination of twoatomic (usually p) orbitals whose 

orientations are perpendicular tothe internuclear axis.  

Planck’s constant (h) A proportionality constant relating theenergy and the frequency of a 

photon, equal to 6.626×10
-34

 J.s. 

polar covalent bond A covalent bond in which the electronpair is shared unequally, so the bond 

has partially negative andpartially positive poles.  

polar molecule A molecule with an unequal distribution ofcharge as a result of its polar covalent 

bonds and shape.  

polarizabilityThe ease with which a particle‘s electron cloudcan be distorted.  

polyatomic ion An ion in which two or more atoms arebonded covalently.  

polymer(also macromolecule) An extremely large moleculethat results from the covalent linking 

of many simpler molecularunits (monomers). 
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polyprotic acid An acid with more than one ionizable proton. 

polysaccharideA macromolecule composed of many simplesugars linked covalently.  

positron (β
+
)The antiparticle of an electron.  

positron (β
+
) emission A type of radioactive decay in whicha positron is emitted from a nucleus.  

potential energy (Ep) The energy an object has as a result of itsposition relative to other objects 

or because of its composition.  

precipitateThe insoluble product of a precipitation reaction.  

precipitation reaction A reaction in which two soluble ioniccompounds form an insoluble 

product, a precipitate.  

precision(also reproducibility) The closeness of a measurementto other measurements of the 

same phenomenon in a seriesof experiments.  

pressure (P) The force exerted per unit of surface area.  

pressure-volume work (PV work) Atype of work in whicha volume change occurs against an 

external pressure. (189) 

principal quantum number (n) A positive integer that specifiesthe energy and relative size of 

an atomic orbital. 

probability contour A shape that defines the volume aroundan atomic nucleus within which an 

electron spends a given percentageof its time.  

productA substance formed in a chemical reaction. 

propertyA characteristic that gives a substance its uniqueidentity.  

proteinA natural, linear polymer composed of any of about 20types of amino acid monomers 

linked together by peptidebonds.  

proton (p_) A subatomic particle found in the nucleus that hasa unit positive charge 

(1.60218×10
-19 C

).  

proton acceptor A substance that accepts an H
+
 ion; aBrønsted-Lowry base.  

proton donor Asubstance that donates an H
+
 ion; a Brønsted-Lowry acid.  

Q 

quantumApacket of energy equal to h_. The smallest quantityof energy that can be emitted or 

absorbed. 

quantum mechanics The branch of physics that examines thewave motion of objects on the 

atomic scale.  

quantum number A number that specifies a property of anorbital or an electron.  

R 

radial probability distribution plot The graphic depictionof the total probability distribution 

(sum of ψ
2
) of an electron inthe region near the nucleus.  

radioactivityThe emissions resulting from the spontaneousdisintegration of an unstable nucleus.  

radioisotopeAn isotope with an unstable nucleus that decaysthrough radioactive emissions.  




